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Once you’ve found your own voice, 
the choice to expand your influence, to 
increase your contribution, is the choice 
to inspire others to find their voice. 
Inspire (from the Latin inspirare) means to 
breathe life into another. As we recognize, 
respect and create ways for others to give 
voice to all four parts of their nature--
physically, mentally, emotionally/socially, 
spiritually--latent human genius, creativity, 
passion, talent and motivation are 
unleashed. It will be those organizations 
that reach a critical mass of people and 
teams expressing their full voice that 
will achieve next-level breakthrough in 
productivity, innovation and leadership in 
the market place and society. 

Stephen Covey (1932 - )
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F
Since 1992, The City of Calgary has conducted a Biennial Count of Homeless Persons. The objective behind the count is to 
determine the number of people in Calgary, on the night of the count, who are homeless or “lack a permanent residence to 
which they can return whenever they choose”2 and includes people living on the streets as well as those staying in emergency 
shelters or facilities offering longer term shelter and support. While The City of Calgary does not have a specific mandate to 
shelter the homeless, it is deeply committed to creating and sustaining a vibrant, healthy, safe and caring community. 

On Wednesday, May 14th, 2008 the ninth biennial count was conducted. However, in this instance a significant change occurred. 
Due to Calgary’s exponential geographic growth, The City determined it would be unable to successfully coordinate a city-wide, 
manual street count. As a result, an estimate of the population of street homeless was determined using a regression analysis 
based on past count data and weather conditions.
 
Agencies dealing with Calgary’s homeless understood The City’s need to make this change; however, they felt it was essential 
to continue enumerating those living and sleeping outside, or that segment of the homeless population “sleeping rough”. While 
traditional homeless count surveys provide valuable quantitative data, they are not designed to provide qualitative information. 
In this respect, the value to agencies serving this population is limited.

The desire from Calgary’s shelter providers to obtain qualitative information from Calgary’s street population inspired the 
2008 Voices from the Street project. In addition to providing them with a unique opportunity to gain a more accurate profile of 
those “sleeping rough” on Calgary’s streets, the project could potentially give this population a voice, perhaps redefining how 
the broader community would see them in the future. 

The goal of the manual street count was to explore issues such as:

 •   How many people are sleeping on Calgary’s streets, under bridges and in parks?
 •   Why are they sleeping outside when they could be sleeping in a shelter? 
 •   How old are they?
 •   Are they working?
 •   Where does this population originate from?
 •   Why are they in Calgary? 
 •   Are Calgary’s shelters really accessible?  
 •   Where should services for this street population be available?
 
The 2008 Voices from the Street Project Committee was formed to organize a complementary process for the 
same date in order to enumerate Calgary’s street homeless population. The City of Calgary provided all of the maps used for 
the street survey, background information on volunteer recruitment, registration and solicited City staff as street 
street survey volunteers. 

The 2008 Voices from the Street Project Committee consisted of the following representatives and organizations: 

 •   Linda McLean, Calgary Drop-In & Rehab Centre
 •   Kathy Christiansen, Alpha House
 •   Floyd Perras, Mustard Seed 
 •   Joanne Young, The Salvation Army
 •   Robert Perry, CUPS
 •   Karen Wyllie, Calgary Homeless Foundation

This report is dedicated to Calgary’s street homeless. We hope the reader will gain a better understanding of who is sleeping on 
Calgary’s streets and hidden spaces, why they are there, and realize they are not that different from those of us with a roof over our 
heads each night. 

Sincerely,
 
Dr. Susan McIntyre & Leann Hackman-Carty
The Hindsight Group
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The 2008 Voices from the Street Project Committee utilized the following methodology:

The date and time for the street count was confirmed for May 14, 2008 from 9:00 PM-midnight.

Volunteers were recruited and trained for the count. Volunteers included staff from support agencies, EMS workers, 
members of the general public and clients from the agencies. They were also provided with t-shirts to wear so they would be 
readily identifiable.

On the night of the count, 33 teams were formed consisting of 2-6 volunteers. Each team was provided with a standard 
questionnaire (Appendix B) and geographic zones for enumeration. 

According to the questionnaire, volunteers were asked to record the age, gender and population group of all homeless persons 
who were living out of doors in their assigned zone on the night of Wednesday, May 14, 2008 starting at 9:00 PM and ending 
at midnight. Reporting would be based on observation only if they were not able to hold a conversation with each homeless 
person they met. 

If possible, they were to:

 •   Record actual or estimated age

 •   Record gender, based on observation

 •   Record whether they were Caucasian, Aboriginal or Visible Minority, based on observation

Furthermore, if they were able to have a conversation with some or all of the homeless people they encountered, they were 
instructed to record responses to the following questions about their life circumstances:

 •   How long have you been in Calgary?

 •   Where did you move here from?

 •   What is your current work situation?

 •   Do you use any of the services provided by local shelters?

With respect to locations, members of the CUPS outreach team and Alpha House DOAP teams helped identify known zones. 
Unlike The City of Calgary which develops its biennial numbers on a city-wide analysis3, only 46 zones were counted in this 
street count.

Depending on the nature of the route that was covered, the mode of transport varied. Volunteer teams walked, drove, took 
transit, rode bikes or used outreach vehicles (i.e. CUPS and Alpha House). There was also a team of EMS workers. 

An RFP was developed and circulated by the Project Committee to obtain consulting services for the following work:

 •   Complete data analysis for the street surveys 

 •   Conduct a minimum of ten interviews with homeless clients to gather supplementary narrative, contextual and   
                  experiential data

 •   Produce a final report 

Dr. Sue McIntyre and Leann Hackman-Carty from The Hindsight Group were the successful consultants contracted to 
complete this work on behalf of the Project Committee.

M
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As with any research undertaking it is important to specify the degree to which variables limited the scope, nature and 
outcomes of the study.

This project was designed to provide a very specific and limited snapshot of the realities and experiences of homeless 
individuals sleeping outside. The study does not seek to provide a representational sample of the individuals affected, nor do we 
claim that these findings can be generalized to the population as a whole of those sleeping rough. It does however, offer insight 
into the perspectives, opinions and values of those who shared their personal experiences as part of the research.

The quantitative street count is not a definitive enumeration of the population who sleeps without shelter in Calgary. It 
represents the individuals who were captured as part of a limited street survey on the evening of May 14, 2008 between the 
hours of 9:00 PM-12:00 AM. Individuals refusing to participate, or sheltering outside of the geographic scope of the street 
survey were not included in the count. We believe the actual numbers of homeless individuals who sleep outside or in unstable 
shelter (i.e. campers, vans, tents, abandoned buildings etc.) is much higher.

In speaking with members of the Project Committee, the following limitations were identified:

At the beginning of March 2008, The City of Calgary advised the community of its decision to delete the street 
count component of its Biennial Homeless Count. As a result, agreement on undertaking the project amongst 
various community agencies was not achieved until late March, placing significant time constraints on the planning, 
design and implementation of the research project.

Despite receiving a verbal agreement by the Calgary Homeless Foundation to provide project funding in April 2008, 
a formal commitment was not received until July. As a result, during this interim period, The Calgary Drop-In & 
Rehab Centre Society accepted all the responsibility, costs and liability for the research project. In the absence of 
committed funding, they felt compelled to limit the scope of research in order to ensure costs could be covered 
internally if necessary.

Coordination of the project involved voluntary participation by various agency partners. Throughout the duration 
of the project, competing professional obligations and absences impacted consistency and regularity of participation 
in committee meetings; therefore impacting the extent to which true collaboration could be realized.

The street count was conducted on the basis of point in time data collection. As such, the data is reflective of a 
particular time and context, not necessarily generalizable. The warm weather, limited hours for conduct of surveys, 
specific geographic parameters and reliance on voluntary participation by homeless individuals all impacted the 
final count.

All street surveys were conducted by volunteers. The project was designed as a participatory research project. 
Expectations regarding expertise, skills and experience amongst volunteer researchers were reflective of this 
understanding. While utilizing professionally trained researchers may have garnered more extensive results in terms 
of interviewing and recording, there are significant benefits to raising awareness amongst a larger volunteer base.

All participation in the research project was voluntary. No means to compel the sharing of information, disclosure 
by individuals physically on the street, or participant in focus groups were utilized; therefore, this research reflects 
only that which participants willingly shared. It is possible that there are additional experiences, beliefs, opinions or 
viewpoints that participants were not willing to share.

•

•

•

•

•

•

L
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A. Street Enumeration

On the night of the count, 117 volunteers counted a total of 338 clients sleeping rough throughout the 46 zones enumerated. 
The following information is a brief summary of findings:

           

 *Note: this excludes 31 individuals whose age was unknown

F
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*Note this excludes 160 individuals whose  information was unknown

*Note this excludes 175 individuals whose information was unknown

*Note this excludes 168 individuals whose information was unknown
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*Note this excludes 160 individuals whose information was unknown

*Note this excludes 160 individuals whose information was unknown
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B. Focus Group Client Interviews

In addition to the street count on the night of May 14, interviews were arranged with clients who participated in the street 
count. The following section provides an overview of comments collected by volunteers as part of the qualitative survey, as well 
as feedback from client interviews after the street count.

On July 15, client interviews took place at the Calgary Drop-In & Rehab Centre. Agency staff randomly selected participants 
in the facility who had a history of sleeping on the street. 

A total of 9 males and 3 females were interviewed in two separate focus groups. One group was interviewed in the morning 
between 10:00 AM- NOON, and the second between 1:00 PM-3:00 PM. Of the 12 interviewees, 4 were Aboriginal.

The following charts overview gender, population and where they moved here from.

The finding on where they moved from is consistent with that found in 

the 2008 Voices from the Street enumeration (37% Alberta, 9% BC, 

9% SK/MB, 14% Maritimes). This variable was not reported in the 2008 

Biennial Count of Homeless Persons in Calgary.

This finding is consistent with that reported in the Biennial Count of 
Homeless Persons in Calgary: 2008 May 14 (78% male and 22% female), 
as well as the 2008 Voices from the Street enumeration (81% male, 17% 
female and 2% unknown).

This finding on population parallels that reported in the Biennial Count 
of Homeless Persons in Calgary: 2008 May 14 (62% Caucasian, 15% 
Aboriginal, 11% Visible Minority), as well as the 2008 Voices from 
the Street enumeration (65% Caucasian, 19% Aboriginal, 7% Visible 
Minority, 9% Unknown).
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During the interviews, participants were seated around a table and asked a number of questions. 

The following themes arose from the interviews:

Calgary’s safety net of survival is working. All participants reported that there is a great range of services available to homeless 
people in this city.

Sleeping rough is a choice. When we asked why they slept outside, all indicated that sleeping rough was their choice. While 
they knew shelters were an option for them, they raised several reasons why someone would make the choice to sleep 
outside, including:

 •   To have other human contact

 •   Because the weather is nice

 •   Do not like shelters

 •   Have been barred from shelters

 •   Do not like big groups

 •   Like to sleep in

 •   Because their pet can not sleep inside the shelter

 •   They like to party

 •   Would have to deal with their addiction issues first 

 •   Rather sleep outside than in intox

Calgary’s streets can be dangerous at night. When asked about their 
greatest fear of sleeping outside, they mentioned: fear of getting stabbed,
having their life threatened, being robbed, being shot, being raped or assaulted, 
having police rough them up, having security guards kick you or coming upon 
hard core drug addicts. Women’s safety in particular is of great concern. 

Shelters and services should be located in the downtown core. All participants felt it was essential to have services available 
downtown where the homeless live, work, access employment opportunities and eat. They felt that if shelters were relocated 
outside of the core, it would be a challenge to get to work and access necessary basic needs and support. 

Outdoor sleeping locations are migrating from the downtown core to inner city residential communities and beyond. In 2006, 
The City initiated its Clean to the Core initiative. One of the objectives of this initiative was to “partner with social agencies 
and the Calgary Health Region (CHR) to clean up homeless camps, prevent displacement and help find the individuals involved 
more suitable alternatives”.4 From the surface, it appears to be working; however, one of the results is that Calgary’s street 
homeless have become more invisible, sleeping in smaller groups, and moving to more residential areas where it is less likely 
they will be found and fined. 

Fines don’t deter behavior. When asked if fines encourage them to sleep indoors, responses were unanimously “no”. Those 
interviewed stated they are in no position to pay fines levied to them for various infractions. In fact, several of them stated they 
would rather go to jail than pay several hundred dollars in fines. At least jail gives them a bed to sleep in, three meals a day, and 
they “don’t kick you out at 5:30 AM”. 

Great need for affordable housing. Everyone mentioned this as a priority. They said finding affordable, secure housing is a 
significant issue. However, housing without support is not a viable solution for everyone. In fact, one client said “Great. Get 
me my own apartment. I’ll stay by myself, get drunk and not see anybody”. Many require services such as addiction support and 
counselling to help maintain their independence. Living close to these support services is an important factor for consideration.
 

I need to stay away from 
bad people who enable 
my addiction. 
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Work is important. All those interviewed understand the value of working. In fact, many are working full time. Those with 
addiction issues find it more difficult to hold full time positions, seeking part time work instead.
 
The number reported (338) is low. All participants felt that the enumeration of 338 street homeless on the night of May 14 was 
extremely low. They reported that the river valley is full of tents, perhaps sixty or more, and estimate a more realistic figure 
of 1000. They felt that reasons for the under reporting could include the time of night the count was taken, many potential 
subjects were not sleeping; and because The City tickets homeless with various infractions, many are trying to be “invisible”. 
They don’t want to be seen. Many volunteers reported hearing people in dark areas, but didn’t feel it was appropriate to go into 
these locations to find them.

Use more homeless people to help with the count next time. When asked about how to improve street homeless counts in the 
future, many said that more homeless should be recruited to help. “It takes a street person to find a street person, they won’t 
talk to a suit”. When asked how to recruit them, one suggestion was that “if you pay the homeless to do it, they’ll help”.

Public awareness of homelessness is valuable. When asked about the value of homeless counts in Calgary, they felt the biggest 
value comes from increased public awareness. One interviewee even went so far as to recommend that a flyer appear in every 
household, addressing homelessness in Calgary, what it is and how to help.

Finally, when asked what they wanted Calgarians to know about them, 
responses ranged from:

 •   We are human

 •    I am not a piece of trash. I am somebody

 •    Discrimination is discrimination, period, whether it is race, religion, 
     gender or because I am homeless 

 •    I am not that different than anyone else that has a home- some of us 
     are just in transition

 •    Don’t be afraid of us, we’re not all bad

 •   We do work

 •   I am trying to get ahead. I just need a break

C. Volunteer Interviews

Volunteers that participated in the street count were also interviewed in 
order to get their perspective. 

On July 25, interviews with four volunteers took place at the Calgary Drop-In & 
Rehab Centre. Half of the volunteers had participated in five of the past counts, and 
half were new to the process this year. Below is a summary of their feedback.

Training and Preparation: All volunteers said they felt well prepared for the task. Each group seemed to have an “expert” that 
was comfortable with the street, and experienced in what they would find. One group had a CHR staff volunteer who provided 
basic training before they started on how to approach people, gave examples of how to respond to situations. 

Greatest Value: When asked about the greatest value of the experience, they said it was the interaction they had; their ability 
to connect with the community; the richness of data and how easily people opened up.

General Observations: 

 •   One volunteer said she was surprised to find such a transformation along the bike path at night. During the daytime  
      strollers, joggers and walkers are common. At night, that same stretch of path literally transforms. 

I am not a piece of trash.
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 •   The homeless face so many barriers including affordable housing, physical and mental barriers. 

 •   They were surprised to see how undernourished and unwell the homeless were. How basic stuff just was not being   
      attended to. They were hungry. Some had not eaten all day.

 •   One volunteer did not find needles along the river bank this year. Two years ago there were plenty. Something   
      positive has happened. That same area has lots of younger people with strollers now. 

 •   There is a homeless subculture with specific “roles”. For example, the local drug dealer and the long time homeless   
     person that nobody bothered.

 •   Some homeless watched out for the volunteers that night, advising them not to go to certain camps because   
     there were “messed up people” there and bad drugs. The homeless made sure volunteers were safe, escorting 
                  them along and through certain areas.

 •   One team member shook a homeless man’s hand. He had not experienced human touch for years. It was very      
                   emotional for both parties.

 •   Most opened up readily, which was unexpected. 

 •   The weather was fabulous that night. This likely had a significant influence on the outcome.

 •   Interesting to see crevices people find. Tiny spots under bridges where you could barely find them. They didn’t 
                  want to be found. 

 •   Rarely did they see a homeless person on their own. Thought perhaps this was for safety reasons.

 •   There were less pets this year. Animals, particularly dogs, provide both a safety and emotional connection; however,  
                  for some reason it is becoming less conducive for them to have animals with them. 

Why don’t they use shelters?  

 •   This population chooses not to use shelters because some mistrust them, and find them exploitive. 

 •   Some don’t like shelter rules. They would rather sleep outside and have no rules.

 •   Some felt unsafe in shelters, or they felt dirty in shelters, too many people stuffed in.

 •   Some wanted to avoid the temptation for addiction. They need to stay away from bad people who enable 
                   their addiction.

 •   Some felt pride in not needing shelters, they couldn’t understand why people do not take care of themselves. 
                  Some do not admit they are homeless.

Service solutions for this population:

 •   Employment agency assistance that doesn’t charge excessive fees

 •   Addiction help and support

 •   Supportive housing programs

 •   Mental health services including after-care to monitor medications
 
 •   More training for confidence and development
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Approaches you think would better serve this population:

 •   Greater flexibility and patience

 •   Different approaches and pilot projects to determine what works best

 •   Treat basic housing as a human right

 •   More accessible services on their terms. It was surprising how many places the homeless have to go to access   
      services, and how   they are not always as accessible as we think they are. Some agencies are closed when they need 
      them, some ask them to fill out forms when they can’t read. One asked “why do I have to continually repeat my 
      failures to everyone  I meet? I’d rather not have to do it again.”

What do you hope happens with this information?

 •   That it gets in the hands of funding providers

 •   Listen and act to what is being said

 •   What they said is just as important as numbers

 •   The media can play a role here by using powerful video 
      clips and producing documentaries about homelessness 

 •   Do more experiential market research with the homeless    
        because meeting them and hearing their stories is powerful

Suggestions for the next non-shelter homeless count:

 •   Do it on a cold night in November

 •   Include more volunteers in the count

 •   Give others an opportunity to see things

 •   Expand outside of downtown because people are being    
       displaced outside of core

One thing you would like Calgarians to understand about this population:

 •   They’re human

 •   People deserve dignity

 •   How resilient and resourceful they are, even with all 
                  these barriers

 •   Every Calgarian should walk one day in their shoes to
      understand what it is like to sleep on the street

Do you have anything else you would like to add?

 •   The experience was rewarding and powerful

 •   Didn’t think downtown was like that

 •   Would be good for some groups to have the needle box to pick up needles along their route

We are human.
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 •   Almost too short, should go later, perhaps from 11:00 PM-2:00 AM

 •   Get a corporate sponsor for the count next time

 •   Figure out how we can engage new community leaders to spearhead 
      discussions and solutions for this issue

 •   It was good to have shelters organize this community initiative

D. Agency Feedback

We also asked the agencies that were part of the committee for general feedback. 
Below is a brief summary of what we heard:

Describe Calgary’s homeless over the past few years:

 •   Increase in the numbers coming through the doors. In particular, the 
      number of working poor who have difficulty pulling their first and last
      month’s rent together, or making ends meet in the current economic market. 

 •   Greater sense of hopelessness with some as they have great difficulty manoeuvring their way through the ‘system’.   
      Many have stated directly ‘why bother trying anymore’. There is a greater sense of disenfranchisement. 

 •   The best way to describe what has happened is that homelessness has become entrenched. Clients are starting to    
                  see their lot as living on the street or in shelters. They are coming to expect and accept it. 

 •   Increase in the use of drugs such as crack cocaine. More disturbing though is that individuals who would not have   
      used crack a few years ago are doing so now. This is especially true amongst older clients. 

Trends/changes:

 •   Harder to find low-income and affordable housing. 

 •   Less people are willing to rent to our clientele, so rental options are becoming slim. 

 •   Over the last 4-5 years there has been an increase in drug use. It is hard to find your typical alcoholic these days    
                  that hasn’t used drugs.

 •   Our clientele is continually getting displaced and shuffled around. They are getting pushed out of the core and   
         moving into other areas of the city like the Beltline. 

 •   An increase in the number of residents with dual diagnosis; the severity of mental health issues; the number of     
                  aboriginal women seeking assistance; and the number of immigrants or clients who have English as a 
      second language.

 •    A rise in the number of women seeking assistance. More and more women are being turned away because their    
                  programs are consistently full. 

 •    An increase in the number of individuals with physical health concerns. We are seeing more and more people with   
      mobility issues or using wheelchairs. Many of these individuals require assistance with their day to day care, which 
      shelters are not equipped for.

 •    With an active police presence in traditional areas homeless tend to congregate, strict enforcement of municipal   
                  bylaws, and construction in the downtown core, agencies are seeing more and more people being displaced. As   
      such, they have to find new places to ‘be’.

 •     With an increase in the cost of living, but no movement in systemic social support systems, we are seeing more   
      people who are woefully under supported. 

We do work. I am trying to 

get ahead. I just need a 
break.
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 •   Clients are getting older with more addiction issues. While some shelters are seeing the number of clients   
                   decreasing slightly, the numbers who have used drugs or alcohol prior to accessing service is going up. This   
      suggests that they have an aging population, that works in manual labour jobs, whose health  and earning power is   
                  declining. Confronted with this reality, these individuals seem to be responding by turning to drugs and alcohol.

 •   More crack use amongst the population in their early 20’s and 30’s.

 •     Another significant change is that the immigrant/refugee community is accessing service from us much more than     
                    ever in the past. This community accesses all services, but services such as clothing, and furniture are over
       represented. In the future, we will need immigrant service agencies to play a larger role in helping us service
      this growing population.

 •   Initiatives such as “Clean to the Core” have had a significant impact on the behaviour of many of the people             
                   who live on the streets. Two responses could be described as typical. First, some individuals choose to go            
                    underground, which means that they seek to be invisible. They move in small numbers and avoid doing things in a 
                      way that will attract attention. They seek to be away from the downtown core and are dispersed throughout   
                  Calgary. A second strategy is the opposite. Be very obvious, especially when weather is bad and try to get arrested.  
       Individuals use this strategy because at least in jail they have food, housing, hygiene and predictable rules.

 •    On the positive side, the softening of the rental market seems to have had a positive impact and at least some of     
                  our clients are getting stable housing as a result.

 •    Another positive initiative has been the addition of the DOAP Team, Medic 3, the Foothills Shelter and 
      Alpha 2. These additional services have been a benefit to this population. Furthermore, it has taken considerable     
                  pressure off front line staff.

Have these trends/changes impacted your services? If so, how?

 •     We constantly have a hard time finding places for our clientele to rent. Our workers have to advocate more to    
                    convince landlords to give them a chance. 

 •     You have to be sober to be in our facility so we often deal with users on the street rather than in  the office. 

 •    Our Outreach Team covers more of the city than they used to and run into people sleeping outside in all parts of     
                   the city now. 

 •   Many of those who are absolutely homeless are displaced by those who are under employed and finding it difficult     
                   to get out of the shelters. We are therefore turning many away.

 •   Due to the increase in mental health needs, we have to hire staff with expertise in this area. This is difficult due to     
                   not-for-profit pay scales.

 •   Need to put translation services in place.

 •   Having to evaluate and address the dietary needs of those from other cultures and religions.

 •     We have been at maximum capacity for several years now, so the impact on our services has been mixed.                       
                   Additional community services have taken some pressure off. On the negative, side we find that “Clean to the         
             Core” and a general hardening of attitudes towards street people have resulted in an antagonistic climate.
                    An extreme example would be an individual who had been serving time for unpaid fines in the Remand Centre.
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     On completion, he was dropped by Remand at the Dalhousie C-train station with no money and no C-train        
                   ticket. By the time he arrived at our shelter he had $600 in  new fines. 

 •   Our shelter is always full. We have moved our shelter to running 24-hours. We also run a winter response shelter   
         that added another 70 mats and both location are always full.  This shows me that the amount of substance abuse is   
     also on the rise.

Why did your organization believe it was important to interview people outside of the shelters?

 •   It is important to understand why people make the decision to sleep outside. There are a wide variety of reasons     
                   from freedom, to being barred or not feeling safe at the shelters. We should be aware of these issues so we can 
                   find better options or solutions.

 •    We need a solid understanding of those who are sleeping rough, why they are not staying in shelters, where they 
     go to get support and where there are gaps in the ‘support systems’. 

 •    Clients are behaving differently now. We don’t know why so we wanted to find out what has changed. 

 •    To find out where they are staying and if they are sleeping outside. There are a lot of people that are “couch     
                   sleeping”, but are still homeless.

Were the numbers reported (338) lower or higher than you expected?

 •    Overall no one was surprised with the numbers.

 •    Some felt they were probably low because there are always new areas people are camping in that we might not  
                   know about. They are also more dispersed through the city now.

 •    I would have assumed more.

Do you believe the overall homeless population count (both in and outside of shelters) 
provides value to the community?

 •    All see value in the count. Research plays a vital role in ending homelessness

 •    It gives something tangible to help educate the public about this
                  important issue

 •    The count needs to continue to temper numbers with demographic analysis 
                  so those experiencing homelessness are not simply seen as a ‘number’

 •    The Calgary Homeless Foundation believes that improved data and 
     systems knowledge are critical. Information helps them better 
     understand emerging trends in the characteristics and needs of the 
     homeless population; thus impacting their planning for prevention, 
     housing options and re-housing initiatives

 •    Given the need to assess effectiveness of agency interventions, 
     snapshots of the homeless population can serve as bases for 
     comparison 

 •   The counts can also be used to help shape public policy

 •    Yes, we should have a complete snapshot of homelessness. People 
     who are living under bridges or behind bushes count just as much 
     as those in shelters Don’t be afraid of us, 

we’re not all bad.
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How would you suggest findings from the homeless count be used?

 •   To educate the community on who makes up the the homeless community

 •   To give those experiencing homelessness a voice in our community

 •   To help service providers assess and improve their services

 •   To help improve effectiveness of public policy in Calgary

 •   To inform about initiatives and strategies outlined in Calgary’s 10-Year Plan to End Homelessness

 •   To help identify the level of low income housing required

How can study findings be used to measure or identify future funding priorities?

 •   Accurate information can help us design services that better meet the needs of those sleeping outside

 •   So we have an idea of how many people are not accessing shelters and where additional services are required

Describe the type of client that chooses to sleep outside.

 •   One that wants to be in control of their living situation, while being able to make their own decisions. Shelters 
                  have rules they would be required to follow

 •   Those that need a greater sense of control over their “space”

 •   People with significant mental health issues that prevent them from seeing ‘inside’ as an option
 
 •   Those who do not feel safe in shelters

 •   There is no single type. There are several

 •   The working male who wants to be left alone to go to work, choosing locations close to work, where he won’t be   
     bothered. Perhaps this is a camper or vehicle where he can stay with the permission of the owner. Some individuals 
      work out deals where they provide “security” to a business in return for a place to camp

 •   The couple that wants to be together in privacy. Shelters do not facilitate this

 •   Partiers who sleep outside when they want to party. They most likely are drinking or using drugs. They are the    
     most visible group and often are a public eyesore so that police and bylaw enforcement officers become involved

 •   Some have been barred due to past events
 
Why do you believe this population chooses not to use shelters?

 •   Freedom

 •   Safety

 •   Barred from service due to failure to comply with rules

 •   Some individuals do not interact well with other people. This means that a crowded environment such as a shelter       
                  is not a good place. These people have fewer problems outside

 •   Some people choose to camp close to their place of employment

 •   Having to comply with schedules that shelters require to facilitate operations is a big issue for many people. Some     
                  people sleep outside just to sleep in
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 •   Privacy is an issue for some people

 •   Human touch is also a reason. Some people would like to sleep with another person, just for human contact, 
                  not sex

 •    Some individuals are not aware of the shelters

What service solutions do you believe should be available for this population?

 •   Creative housing options as an alternative to the home they have created for themselves outside

 •   Permanent housing with seamless accessibility to consistent support that follows the individual

 •    A wider range of affordable housing alternatives like single room occupancies; rooming houses; secondary suites;   
      supportive living arrangements; and small shelters spread across the city would all assist in addressing issue

What do you think is lacking in order to service this population effectively?

 •   Coordination of services needs to be improved.

 •    Appropriate and affordable housing. This includes supportive housing that is integrated into the community as 
                  a whole.

 •   Lack of ‘voice’. It is one thing for those of us who provide service to advocate on their behalf. It is entirely another     
            for people to feel empowered to speak out on their own behalf.
 
 •   Housing is not enough. This population needs alternatives that account for their social, economic and employment   
      realities. If the services fail to reflect this, the people housed will not be successful, and the individuals will return 
      to the streets.

 •      We are lacking the ability to offer choice.  We need shorter wait times
                  for treatment centres; as well as  more transitional housing, long-term          
                  care facilities and housing options.

Are you aware of any communities that have successfully addressed 
the need of this population?

 •   Toronto and their “Street to Homes” program

 •   Portland, Oregon

 •   St. John’s, NFLD

 •   Some areas of Toronto, ON

 •   Hennepin County, Minnesota
 
 •   Europe seems to be doing better than North America, but 
                  Europe is certainly not perfect.

 •   New York

 •   Seattle

I am not that different than anyone else that has a home.
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Is there a role for government in addressing this issue? If so, what?

 •   Innovative policies to assist those who are homeless or at risk
                  (i.e. changes in tax laws to make rent up to a limit tax deductible)

 •   Changing municipal bylaws that would increase the 
                  housing stock

 •   Coordination of Canadian research

 •   Education of the Canadian public on the issue

 •   All government needs to share in the accountability structure, and
                  not state “it’s not my issue, it’s the responsibility of other levels 
                  of government”

 •   Assessing and revising public policies that keep people in poverty. 
                  (i.e. implement a philosophy of a living wage rather than a minimum wage)

 •   Bylaw enforcement, policing, zoning, building permits and many other public policies have a significant impact on the  
                  homeless. It is necessary to seek to develop policies that assist the street homeless, not marginalize them further

Is there a role for corporations in addressing this issue? If so, what?

 •   Yes, without support from all, we are not getting anywhere

 •   Implementing policies to encourage and empower employees to take time to volunteer in the not-for-profit sector

 •   Corporations provide jobs. They also generally are involved in the structural development of the city. Their actions           
          and choices can have both negative and positive impacts on the marginalized in Calgary. Use this understanding to    
                  act in ways that improve the lives of the marginalized

If you could identify only one thing you would like Calgarians to understand about this population, what would it be?

 •   That this is a person of value and worth, not someone to be feared and stigmatized

 •   This population is a complex group, with complex motivations and activities.  Homelessness tends to be presented   
      in one dimension and it is important that the community understand that the homeless are people too

 •   How it is not easy to find housing, never mind someone who has to be on Income Support or Assured Income for     
                  the Severely Handicapped (AISH)

 •    That most people choose to live outside 

 •    These individuals count and are part of the community

 •    The homeless are people. They have desires, hopes and dreams just like everyone else.

I am somebody.
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So now that we have compiled a range of “voices from the 
street”, what should we do? 

It comes as no surprise that homelessness is a complex issue. 
There is no one simple solution, but thankfully there are 
solutions. In Calgary, there are many agencies, foundations, 
government departments, corporations and resources working 
to address this issue. We are fortunate that the issue is top of 
mind for many.

However, this may be the first time that we have had a unique 
opportunity to truly listen to the voices of those homeless most 
vulnerable in our society.

In reviewing feedback from the street surveys, homeless, 
volunteers and agencies, it appears there are a few common 
themes that emerge. They are as follows: 

Research is valuable. It was clear that all parties see the value of 
research, both quantitative and qualitative. While the former 
can be valuable in tracking trends, the latter can provide 
extremely valuable insights. In utilizing experiential market 
research, we are able to get a more complete picture of the 
type of person who is sleeping rough, what they need, how they 
are accessing (or not accessing) services and what the growing 
trends are. In fact, all parties agreed that qualitative research, if 
acted upon, can be valuable and that it should be continued. 
Some suggestions for the future would be to: use more homeless 
people to help with the outdoor count next time; do the count 
more than every two years; do it at different times of years 
(i.e. winter and summer), and, do it later at night.

This population faces many barriers. All parties spoke about the complexity of this 
population. There is no one ideal solution for everyone. Some face addiction or dual 
diagnosis; there is an increase in severity of mental health issues; there is increased 
drug use (crack in particular); the population is more diverse including more women, Aboriginal, visible minorities, and those 
with physical disabilities. As a result, agencies are hiring specialists in these areas, which can be costly and services are being 
tailored to adapt to various needs and cultures. There is a growing need to better understand various subgroups or typologies 
within the homeless population in order to ensure services are being targeted effectively to their individual needs.

Work is important. Contrary to what most people may think, all parties we spoke to see the value of work. Where the 
challenge lies is ensuring there is a range of employment opportunities. Full time employment is not a viable option for 
some, while part time is. In addition, sometimes sleeping rough enables them to get a better night sleep due to the fact it is 
quieter and less crowded. Others work shift work where their hours do not coincide with either the hours of entry or exit 
from shelters.

I can’t 
read, so

 I don’t 

know how to fill out form
s.

W
“If your voice can be heard, 
   someone is listening”. 
       
   (Anders of the Wood)
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Personal safety is a growing concern. Even though there is a fear of being assaulted or raped, people are still willing to sleep 
rough on Calgary’s streets. However, there is a real growing concern about personal safety. Some people we interviewed 
believe that certain reality television programs are actually encouraging people to abuse homeless people. 

Unfortunately, this type of situation is not unique to Corpus Christi. These types of attacks on homeless people do, and have 
happened to people living and sleeping on Calgary’s streets.  

     According to the National Coalition for the Homeless, a report earlier this year found 

that the total number of attacks on the homeless and transients rose by 13% last year, 

with fatal attacks on the homeless -- defined as hate crimes -- up by 40%. The crimes 

were often cruel and callous. In Spokane, a one-legged homeless man was set on fire 

in his wheelchair; he died of burns. In Nashville, a homeless woman sleeping on a boat 

ramp was shoved into the river and drowned. A homeless man sleeping on a park bench 

in Fort Lauderdale was beaten to death by three young men. In Corpus Christi last year, 

two teens described on camera how they were going to assault a homeless man then, on 

tape, they were shown attacking and kicking a homeless man in the Flour Bluff area. They 

were caught and convicted. One factor behind the increased numbers of attacks on the 

homeless, according to the National Coalition for the Homeless, has been the popularity of 

incredibly vicious “Bum Videos” which portray attacks on homeless people as comedy. The 

videos began several years ago with “Bum Fights,” followed by “Bum Hunts,” “Bag Lady 

Beatings,” “Bum Fights II” and “Bum Fights III.” One video shows a homeless man chained 

to a light post being tortured. Another shows young men beating a homeless man while 

he pleads for them to stop. Such videos add to the mistreatment of transients and the 

homeless. The perpetrators of such hate crimes are often people in their teens and early 

20s. The motive? Boredom? For sport? Or simply just “Let’s beat somebody up.” Attacking 

the most vulnerable among us is vicious and cowardly. Homeless people are easy targets. 

Many are alcoholics or mentally ill, destitute and sick. They are usually in no condition to 

fight back. People should be aware of the problem and report incidents to police. They can 

help be the eyes and ears for law enforcement, because homeless people often shun and 

avoid the police. The homeless among us deserve our assistance and compassion. Those 

who would prey on them for sport deserve swift and sure punishment. 5
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Services need to be available in the downtown core. All mentioned the need to have services available in a central location, 
where people live, work and eat; however, there was also a feeling that the current system can be overwhelming for many. 
There is a need to ensure the system remains flexible. Innovation is important. Perhaps there is value in exploring and adapting 
concepts from the emergency medical triage system of service delivery. 

Affordable housing with support needs to be a priority. While affordable housing is a need, housing with no support is not the 
answer for everyone, in particular with a population as diverse as that sleeping rough in Calgary. We need to ensure there are 
a wide variety of housing options, integrated into the community. One community with an interesting approach is Los Angeles 
and its “Project 50” initiative that is oriented towards combating chronic homelessness. Project 50 identifies the fifty most 
vulnerable people on the street and moves them into apartments. If it proves to be successful, it will be expanded to help 
hundreds left on Skid Row and potentially save taxpayers millions of dollars. Another similar program is the “Street to Home 
Strategy” initiated by Common Ground in New York City. This program provides housing placement assistance targeted at 
the most vulnerable homeless, and connects them with services to get them back on their feet and participate in their own 
rehabilitation. Street to Home was inspired by the Rough Sleepers Initiative in Great Britain.

Criminalizing homelessness does not work. A somewhat unfortunate trend in North American cities is to turn to the criminal 
justice system to respond to people living in public spaces, or “criminalize homelessness”. Many are targeting homeless people 
by making it illegal to perform life-sustaining activities in public, prohibiting activities such as sleeping or camping, eating, sitting, 
and begging in public spaces, usually including criminal penalties for violation of these laws. Unfortunately, research is beginning 
to show a relationship between increased police actions that criminalize homelessness and the rising number of hate crimes and 
violent acts against homeless people. All of our interviews with homeless clients said that fines don’t deter them. This approach 
may be something that needs to be revisited in the near future. 

Public awareness of homelessness is valuable. All parties agreed that homeless counts can be valuable if they are used to 
educate the public about what it is, who they are, and that they aren’t that different. If it helps lessen stereotypes and 
streamline services, then it is worthwhile. Many encouraged the need to ensure it was communicated in various mediums 
(i.e. print, TV etc.). In addition, there was a call to engage younger leadership in this issue. 

Need to develop a “Rough Sleepers Strategy”. Calgary’s political, corporate and non-profit leaders have recognized the need 
to develop a strategy to end homelessness. If one thing has become apparent through this work, it is that there would be great 
value in including a “rough sleepers strategy” as part of the overall homeless strategy. There is a growing list of communities, 
primarily in Europe that have developed strategies specific to those sleeping rough in their communities. Their main objectives 
are to reduce the number of people sleeping rough and to increase the options and life chances for them. Examples include: 
Plymouth, UK and Cambridge City Council. It is worth exploring this opportunity, as it could help ensure this particularly 
vulnerable component of our homeless population is not forgotten. One specific element to explore is the fact that there is a 
predominance of males and Caucasian sleeping rough in Calgary.

Where we sleeping tonight daddy?
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We hope that the 2008 Voices from the Street report has helped give a voice to those 338 people who were sleeping on 
Calgary’s streets, parks, crevices and bridges on May 14, 2008. 

One of the most consistent comments made by all groups interviewed was that people sleeping rough in Calgary are human. 
They all have the same basic needs as we do. One volunteer noted, “I was amazed at their resilience. I don’t know if I would be 
as resilient if I was facing the same number of barriers they are. They truly are survivors”. 

Calgary’s homeless are not criminals. They are human. They are 
somebody’s father, mother, sister, brother and friend. They need 
to connect with others, to feel valued and to be loved. 

We hope that those who choose to listen to these unique and rich voices continue to take up the charge to help Calgary’s 
homeless. We can all make a difference, big or small. 

1 Stephen Covey (1932 - ) Source: The 8th Habit: From Effectiveness to      
  Greatness, Page: 65.

2 The City of Calgary, Results of the 2006 Count of Homeless Persons       
  in Calgary: Enumerated in Emergency and Transitional Facilities, by Service  
   Agencies, and On the Streets- 2006 May 10. Calgary: City of Calgary,      
  Community and Neighbourhood Services, Policy and Planning Division.

3 The City of Calgary, Biennial Count of Homeless Persons in Calgary: 2008   
  May 14. Calgary: City of Calgary, Community and Neighbourhood Services,   
  Social Research Unit, Appendix C.

4  The City of Calgary, Clean to the Core, 2007 Annual Report. Calgary: City of    
  Calgary, May 2008.

5 Corpus Christi Caller- Times, June 29, 2008, “Homeless deserve compassion,   
  protection from random attacks”, www.knowledgeplex.org.

Every Calgarian should walk 

one day in my shoes. Then 

they would understand.

Works Cited
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We would like to acknowledge the following groups and individuals who helped make this project a reality:

2008 Voices from the Street Project Committee

The Calgary Drop In & Rehab Centre has the capacity to shelter 1,100 individuals every night. Due to the diverse 
needs of its population, they offer the following four levels of accommodation: intox, emergency, transition and 25 supported 
living units. Other services include: clothing, counselling, health services, employment/job placement, senior’s program, 
furniture program, book nook, hair salon, Computer Learning Centre (CLC), Career Training Initiative (CTI), Wheels of Self 
Reliance bike shop, art program and Computer for Low-Income Calgarians (CLIC).

www.cdics.com

Calgary Alpha House Society provides shelter, detoxification and outreach services. 
Its shelter is a safe, supportive environment for individuals affected by their use of alcohol or other drugs. Clients can come 
to the shelter for a rest or a reprieve from the street or home, to shower or laundry, or as an opportunity to speak with 
an addiction support worker. They also offer a limited food program, detoxification and withdrawal management program. 
The shelter is operated on a 24-hour basis for men and women who are under the influence of alcohol and/or other drugs. 
Through its community partnership with the Community Urban Project Society (CUPS), its Downtown Outreach Addictions 
Partnership (DOAP Team) provides services to individual men and women on the streets, in their homes, through other like 
agencies and in legal and hospital systems. The DOAP Team will transport individuals under the influence of alcohol or other 
drugs to available shelters. Referrals can be given for food, clothing, housing, addiction counselling and crisis counselling. 

www.alphahousecalgary.com

Calgary Urban Project Society (CUPS) is a not-for-profit community health centre in Calgary’s downtown core. 
Offering collaborative and holistic services in the areas of health care, education and social services, CUPS Community 
Health Centre helps people make the transition from poverty to stability. Founded on the principle that all people have an 
inherent right to lead a life of dignity, equality and respect, CUPS is a safe, warm and welcoming environment free of judgment 
and rejection.

www.cupshealthcentre.com

A
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The Salvation Army offers a range of housing services programs including: Addictions Recovery; Employment & Education 
Resource Services; Food Services; as well as Men’s and Women’s Residential Services. The Centre of Hope/Booth Centre 
provides several levels of accommodation for homeless or transient men; including 290 emergency beds and 181 transitional 
beds. Residents are also provided with personal items such as soap, shampoo and clothing, and have access to Resource 
Advisors for both internal and external referrals. The facility also provides a separate secure floor for women, including 20 
emergency beds and 4 transitional rooms, and two apartments designed to handle families in crisis. These residents are also 
provided with personal needs items, 24-hour access and laundry facilities. Each resident is assigned to a case worker to assist 
and support the resident as they move towards reintegration into community.

www.salvationarmy.ca 

The Mustard Seed Street Ministry provides meals to an average of 800 people a day. The Seed’s housing programs 
include emergency housing for 370 men and women at the Foothills Shelter in southeast Calgary; step-up housing for 22 clients 
working toward independence; and longer-term transitional housing for 26 clients. The Seed’s comprehensive life-change 
programs are designed to engage individuals in positive, progressive change, moving them from homelessness to independence 
and self-sufficiency.

www.theseed.ca

The Calgary Homeless Foundation leads the implementation of Calgary’s 10 Year Plan to End Homelessness 
(www.endinghomelessness.ca). The Foundation is moving forward on the Plan in partnership with the many homeless 
serving agencies, the private sector, our government partners, the faith community, foundations and all Calgarians.

www.calgaryhomeless.com
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Project Support

The City of Calgary Calgary focuses its efforts on homelessness prevention through its Family and Community Support 
Services (F.C.S.S.) program; affordable housing as a key element in both preventing and ending homelessness; as well as 
publishing research on affordable housing and homelessness. The City of Calgary provided all of the maps used for the street 
survey, background information on volunteer recruitment and registration, and solicited City staff as street survey volunteers. 
Special thanks go to Sharon Stroik for her assistance with this project. 

www.calgary.ca

Funders

We would like to thank the Calgary Homeless Foundation, the United Way of Calgary & Area, the Calgary Drop-In Centre & 
Rehab Centre and an anonymous donor for providing financial support to this project.

The United Way of Calgary and Area gives support where and when it is needed - by investing in the community and supporting 
programs and initiatives in Airdrie, Cochrane, High River, Okotoks and Strathmore.

www.calgaryunitedway.org

Volunteers

Thank you to the 117 volunteers who participated in the count of street homeless that night, helping bring attention to these 
“voices from the street”.

Staff 

A big thank you also to the staff and clients who manned our volunteer bicycle team during the Street Count. Particular 
acknowledgement goes to the Outreach Workers from CUPS and Alpha House whose expertise was indispensable in assisting 
the Committee in identifying zones for the Street Count. 

Clients

Special thanks to the clients of several homeless assistance agencies including the Calgary Drop-In & Rehab Centre, The Seed 
and Salvation Army who volunteered their time to conduct the Count, share their experiences and expertise about the realities 
of homelessness, and guide us in identifying locations where people shelter outside.

Finally, we thank those affected by homelessness who allowed us to intrude upon their lives in the name of research. Without 
their generosity none of this would be possible. 
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G
Absolute homelessness: according to the United Nations, this refers to individuals living in the street with no physical shelter of 
their own, including those who spend their nights in emergency shelters

Relative homelessness: according to the United Nations, this refers to people living in spaces that do not meet basic health 
and safety standards, including protection from the elements; access to safe water and sanitation; security of tenure and 
personal safety; affordability; access to employment, education and health care; and the provision of minimum space to avoid 
overcrowding.
 
Shelter services: Shelter services are any service provided by any shelter, including but not limited to the following; sleeping 
services, food services, counseling services, employment services, medical services, educational services, hygiene, and clothing.

Sleeping rough: people sleeping or bedded down in open air. Primary sites tend to include the street, in doorways, parks or bus 
shelters and in buildings or places not designed for habitation. 

APPENDIX A
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APPENDIX B

APPENDIX B: Voices from the Street – Questionnaire for 2008 May 14 – Table 1 
 

 

Voices from the Street – Questionnaire for 2008 May 14 – Table 1 (instructions)  

Contact Numbers:  Linda M. (cell):  829-8945  John R.  (Cell): 6198218  Police Non-Emergency: 266-1234 

PART ONE – AGE, SEX, POPULATION GROUP, AND LIFE CIRCUMSTANCES 
 

 
Please use one line for each homeless person who was observed or interviewed.  There is space for 45 records.   
 

Please record the age, sex, and population group of all homeless persons who were living out of doors in your assigned zone on the night of Wednesday, May 
14, 2008 starting at 9:00 p.m. and ending at midnight.  Reporting can be based on observation only if you are not able to hold a conversation with each homeless 
person you meet.   
 

 If possible, ask their age – otherwise, please record an estimate of their age.   
 

 Please record their sex, based on your observations.   
 

 Please record whether they are Caucasian, Aboriginal, or a Visible Minority, based on your observations.   
 
If you are able to have a conversation with some or all of the homeless people that you encounter, please record their responses to the following questions 
about their life circumstances.   
 

 How long have you been in Calgary? 
 

 Where did you move here from? 
 

 What is your work situation?   
 

 Do you use any of the services provided by local shelters?   
   

TEAM ZONE NUMBER AND NAME OF PERSON WHO COMPLETED THE QUESTIONNAIRE  

TEAM ZONE NUMBER  /  DESCRIPTION OF LOCATION IF NOT IN A DESIGNATED ZONE  

NAMES OF INDIVIDUALS WHO COMPLETED THIS FORM 
 

 

Contact Phone Numbers 
 
Centre of Hope  410-1111 
SEED Foothills Shelter 723-9422 
Alpha (main location) 234-7388 
Alpha (Booth Centre) 262-6188 
Drop-In Centre  266-3600 
DOAP van   998-7388 
CUPS van   714-5983 
 
EMS MEDIC3    888-8165 

 

 

Voices from the Street – Questionnaire for 2008 May 14 – Table 1 (individual records)  

 

TABLE 1.  AGE, SEX, POPULATION GROUP, AND LIFE CIRCUMSTANCES                   PAGE 1 OF 9 

RECORD 
NUMBER 

SEX POPULATION 
GROUP 

AGE TIME IN  
CALGARY 

 FROM 
WHERE  

WORK 
SITUATION 

SHELTER 
USE 

COMMENTS 

 1 MALE 
 
2 FEMALE 
 
3 NKNOWN 

 

1 CAUCASIAN 
 
2 ABORIGINAL 
 
3 VISIBLE MINORITY 
 
4 UNKNOWN 

1 PRESCHOOLERS 
(AGE 5 OR LESS) 

2 SCHOOL-AGE  
(AGE 6-12) 

3 YOUTH 
(AGE 13-17) 

4 YOUNG ADULTS 
(AGE 18-24) 

5 WORKING AGE 
(AGE 25-44) 

6 MIDDLE-AGED 
(AGE 45-64) 

7 SENIORS 
(AGE 65  PLUS) 

8 UNKNOWN 

1 < 1 MONTH 
2 1-6 MONTHS 
3 > 6 MONTHS 

BUT < 1 YEAR 
4 1-2 YEARS 
5 > 2 YEARS 

BUT < 5 YR. 
6 5-10 YEARS 
7 > 10 YEARS 

BUT < 15 YR. 
8 15 YEARS PLUS 
9 UNKNOWN 

1 CALGARY 
2 ALBERTA 
3 BC 
4 SK / MB 
5 ON / QC 
6 MARITIMES  / 

NF-LAB. 
7 YK / NT / NV 
8 OTHER 
9 UNKNOWN 

WORKING 
1 FULL-TIME 
2 PART-TIME 
3 OCCASIONALLY 
 
NOT WORKING 
4 SEEKING WORK 
5 NOT LOOKING 
6 UNABLE TO 
7 IN SCHOOL 
8 RETIRED 
9 UNKNOWN 

NOTE ALL THAT 
APPLY 

SHELTER USE 
1 SLEEPING 
2 FOOD 
3 TRAINING 
4  CLOTHING 
5 OTHER SERVICES 
 
NO SHELTER USE 
6 NOT AWARE 
7 DO NOT LIKE 
8  BARRED  
9 OTHER 
10 UNKNOWN 

IF THE RESPONDENT PROVIDES INFORMATION THAT SHOULD BE 
INCLUDED, NOTE THIS HERE.  (IF THE RESPONDENT ANSWERS OTHER TO 
A QUESTION) 

 
EX.  “SHELTERS DO NOT ALLOW PETS.”    
        “I SLEEP HERE BECAUSE IT IS CLOSE TO MY WORK.”      
       “I SEE THE DOCTOR AT CUPS” 
       “I SHOWER AT THE D.I.” 
       “I AM FROM MEXICO.” 
 
 

1         

2         

3         

4         

5         

 

S
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APPENDIX C

T
GENDER

Male 274

Female 58

Unknown 6

TOTAL 338

WHERE FROM

Calgary 30

Alberta 36

BC 16

SK / MN 16

ON / QC 41

Maritimes/ NFLD 25

YK / NT / NV 4

Other 10

Unknown 160

TOTAL 338

POPULATION GROUP

Caucasian 220

Aboriginal 64

Visible Minority 25

Unknown 29

TOTAL 338

AGE

Age 5 or less 2

Age 6 -12 0

Age 13 - 17 3

Age 18 - 24 45

Age 25 - 44 171

Age 45 - 64 82

Age 65 plus 4

Unknown 31

TOTAL 338

TIME IN CALGARY

< 1 Month 22

1 - 6 Months 13

6 - 12 Months 4

1 - 2 Years 6

2 - 5 Years 13

5 - 10 Years 36

10 - 15 Years 14

15 Years + 57

Unknown 173

TOTAL 338

WORK SITUATION

Full-time 36

Part-time 15

Occasionally 44

Seeking work 25

Not looking 26

Unable to 18

In School 5

Retired 1

Unknown 168

TOTAL 338

SHELTER USE

Sleeping 94

Food 49

Training 12

Clothing 24

Other services 11

Not aware 20

Do not like 22

Barred 16

Other 15

Unknown 160

Total 338

*Note - some clients accessed more than one service
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Nothing that I can do will change the 
structure of the universe. But maybe, by 
raising my voice I can help the greatest 
of all causes - goodwill among men and 
peace on earth. 

Albert Einstein

“

”

I am a re
al pe

rson 
not

just 
anoth

er st
atisti

c.

.
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